What we have found!
The key conclusions from the session:

- Governance is Key
  - IT architecture
  - Security Guidelines
  - Data ownership
  - Privacy statement
  - Who governs the decision the autonomic platform makes? Who is responsible
  - Risk management
  - Who can sign-off, who is liable

- We still need minimum 2-3 years time to get it as a commodity
- Number one benefit is speed
- With A.P., additional operation costs are almost flat
- A.P does not work with old legacy system

What we have explored
Among these conclusions, we have developed one of these in greater detail below:

Organizational Impact
- New talents/new profiles
- Need to train your people to new roles and adapt their skills
- Convince Management and Peers
- Change of the border between Business and IT

What we have left open...
Some questions still remain to be addressed:

- No vendor comes with the whole integrated systems
- Very few skillset available within the companies
- Cultural Impact
  - Variability of Ethics in time and by Geography
  - Social impact of automation

A picture is worth a thousand words
An illustration that sums up our results: